
Better Techniques

With the proliferation of cost-savings, cutbacks,
drying pipelines, expiring patents, and physician
backlash, now is the time for the industry to find a
better way to reach,inform,and educate physicians.

KEEFER. PUBLICIS SELLING SOLUTIONS. There are
three backdrops that sales leadership and
strategic management need to consider when
addressing sales optimization issues. First, the
industry is facing challenges today that didn’t
exist even a year ago. For example, consider the
increase in third-party decision makers who
can limit access to pharmaceutical products.

State governments are becoming more sophis-
ticated, organized, and focused in terms of
drug use, access, and even formulary creation
for their Medicaid populations. Medi-Cal in
California was the forerunner of this trend in
formulary creation, and the concept has
branched out to many other states. The indus-
try has to worry not only about the commercial
third-party formulary and payers, but also gov-
ernmental oversight as well. We also have a
more restrictive regulatory environment across
the board. The FDA is taking a much more
strenuous view of new drug application
reviews, and states are now becoming much
more involved in monitoring the interaction

between pharma companies and physicians.
This is one of the factors that plays into the
decision-making process that didn’t figure in
five years ago. Another important factor is the
declining number of physicians who are acces-
sible through traditional channels. There are a
variety of reasons for this: changes in treatment
guidelines, large group practices, fewer physi-
cians, and the increase in patient load, making
many physicians just too busy to see sales rep-
resentatives. For this reason, technology has
become a critical part of how we optimize our
field force.

MERCANTE. TGAS. The challenge today is
taking the enormous amount of market data
that flows through the pharmaceutical opera-
tions pipeline, making sure it has the highest
degree of accuracy, and streamlining the pro-
cess of incorporating it into the corporate deci-
sion-making environment. This is a growing
challenge as companies start to look at com-
bining multiple data sources. Some compa-
nies, for example, are developing their own
ways to derive data from various sources, such
as specialty drug usage and outcomes data.
The challenge is to make sure there is a high
level of data quality and a consistent data man-
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For years pharmaceutical sales teams have
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harmaceutical companies of all sizes are employing salesforce optimization 

procedures to aid their field forces, but not everyone agrees that technology is

the cure-all for diminishing returns. Data-rich, real-time technology can give a

competitive advantage to sales reps, but some experts report that adding technology to a

salesforce optimization plan will not automatically lead to increased sales.The industry and

its sales reps face many barriers that may impede the adoption and use of these technolo-

gies. Our Forum experts discuss how to meet these challenges and what trends and best

practices they are experiencing in the area of salesforce optimization.
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SALESFORCE effectiveness

agement process. This should include data
stewards who are responsible for reviewing the
various data being processed and developing
an architecture that specifies how these data
are collected, analyzed, and processed. 

STEPHAN. PRINCETON BRAND ECONOMETRICS.

Technology on its own is not that important. I

think any company, before it goes to the
expense of adding salesforce optimiza-
tion technology and training reps,
ought to do double-blind crossovers to
test whether reps will be noticeably
more effective with technology than
they would be without it. It’s important
to adopt technology that will help reps
do a better job. 

BRANA. TNS HEALTHCARE. Technology
can be quite important if, as our
research shows, everyone is moving
toward a relationship-based sales strate-
gy. If the goal is to bring the right sales
and service elements to bear, we need to
be able to measure the quality of the
relationship, not just that the doctor is
prescribing a lot of the product or there
is a lot of potential in the market. With
technology, we have the opportunity to

gain an understanding of the doctor’s percep-
tions from the interaction between the doctor
and rep. If closed-loop technology is used
properly, it should enable these three ele-
ments: ability to deliver different avenues of
discussion; ability to profile doctors based on
interests and priorities; and ability to capture
and measure the quality of the relationship.

The emotional strength of relationships
between the customer and the product can be
measured by what it would take to get Dr.
Jones to move away from Lipitor or any other
preferred brand. If physicians have a strong
commitment to a brand, they use it more than
if their commitment was weak. But just as
significantly, it will be tough for a competitor
to get a foot in the door. The strength of rela-
tionships is not measured by the volume of
prescribing but rather is assessed as if it were a
dating relationship: what are the alternatives;
what are the choices; and am I happy with
them? Just like dating, when those three emo-
tional elements come together there is a com-
mitment, and trying to decommit somebody
is tough because there is a strong bond. 

WEXLER. BILTMORE TECHNOLOGIES. One of the
key goals of salesforce optimization is the abili-
ty to create a personalized and actionable set of
information pertaining to the practitioners who
a sales rep calls on. And this is not just about
the sales rep, these data are needed by field sales
management and corporate sales and marketing
staff. This information provides personalized
data about performance in the territory as well
as what’s happening with practitioners or
accounts within the territory. Technology 

MARK BARD. President of Manhattan

Research, New York; Manhattan Research

conducts syndicated market research 

surveys among physicians and consumers.

For more information, visit 

manhattanresearch.com.

ANDREW BRANA. Senior Global 

Consultant, Sales Performance 

Optimization,TNS Healthcare, New York;

TNS Healthcare provides advanced market

research consulting and custom 

advisory services to the worldwide

pharmaceutical, biotech, and 

medical-device industries, as well as

health-focused ad agencies, media and

financial analysts. For more information,

visit tnsglobal.com.

RICK KEEFER. Chief Operating Officer,

Publicis Selling Solutions Group, Lawrenceville,

N.J.; Publicis Selling Solutions Group offers a 

complete range of proven, results-based 

selling solutions. For more information, visit

psellingsolutions.com.

FORREST KING. Managing Partner, Juice 

Pharma Advertising, New York; Juice is a 

creative strategic advertising agency that 

provides highly disciplined and 

evidence-based solutions covering the 

complete spectrum of new media,Tablet PC,

Web, and print. For more information,

visit juicepharma.com.

JIM MERCANTE. Partner,TGaS Advisors,

East Norriton, Pa.;TGaS Advisors 

provides pharmaceutical companies with 

customized information that enables them to

evaluate their commercial operations against

industry benchmarks. For more 

information, visit tgas.com.

KENT STEPHAN. CEO and Cofounder,

Princeton Brand Econometrics, Princeton,

N.J.; Princeton Brand Econometrics is a

marketing engineering consultancy in the

business of forecasting the impact of 

marketing actions by simulating the

underlying process mathematically. For

more information, visit pbeco.com.

MIKE WEXLER. Founding Principal,

Biltmore Technologies Inc., Chalfont, Pa.;

Biltmore offers hosted business

intelligence solutions and technology

consulting to sales and marketing

divisions of pharmaceutical and biotech

companies. For more information, visit

biltmoretech.com.

In some cases, sales reps were sold a bill of goods; new technologies were 

supposed to make them more effective in the field and it hasn’t always 

worked out. IN THESE CASES, EVERYBODY LOSES CREDIBILITY.

KENT STEPHAN
Princeton Brand Econometrics

THOUGHT LEADERS
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SALESFORCE effectiveness

has evolved to such a point that an individual
doesn’t have to be technically or analytically
astute to digest the information provided.
Technology can proactively alert users of outli-
er conditions that exist in the data.

BARD. MANHATTAN RESEARCH. As a strategic
industry trend, we are increasingly looking at
the integration of technology by the rep with
the physician. While this may seem innova-
tive for the pharma companies that are con-
ducting pilot projects today, the reality is
that many other industries outside of pharma
have been successfully using Tablet PC and
mobile PC devices to support a mobile sales-
force for many years. The ultimate goal with
mobile salesforce technology is rather simple:
provide timely access to the latest product
information tailored to the learning and
channel preferences of the person on the other
end of the sales call. And better yet, the goal
should be to use the device for clean data cap-
ture to further refine messaging, targeting,
and salesforce optimization on a larger scale
over time. 

A Changing Environment

The current climate is much different from 10
years, five years ago, or even one year ago, and
there are new challenges and new processes and
technologies to meet those challenges that
require a shift in thinking and performance.

MERCANTE. TGAS. In the past five to seven
years, especially in large pharma, companies
have started to use sophisticated data ware-
housing and business intelligence tools to
house both subnational and secondary sales,
research, and market data. Once the informa-
tion is pooled, the company can analyze the
data in a number of ways, depending on the
situation. The driver behind this new trend is
the exponential increase in data warehouse
capability. Over the past three to five years,
we’ve also witnessed companies that have
developed very advanced customer master data
capabilities that allow them to link all critical
customer entities — not just physicians — but
also long-term care facilities, managed care
organizations, and hospitals. These customer
masters can generate messaging and targeting
that allow sales reps to be much more laser-like
in their approach. Looking ahead to other uses
of technology, I can envision a time within the
next five years when every sales person will
conduct Internet meetings via an iPhone.
Change is constant and companies that learn
how to adapt to these tools and technologies

Improving Pharmaceutical Sales and Marketing Effectiveness

lpharma Pharmaceuticals LLC needed a single data source for all of its critical

sales and marketing reporting to support key business strategies, including the

management of its continued growth of its branded pharmaceutical franchise in

the chronic pain market with its morphine-based, extended-release Kadian product.

Alpharma’s sales and marketing management, sales operations group, and field

salesforce needed to have easy access to consistent and accurate data in a more

complete and timely fashion that would improve the company’s sales and marketing

effectiveness. Management needed to be able to analyze data directly against the data

warehouse for analysis and decision making and provide the field salesforce with

actionable information.

Alpharma’s challenge was to find a reporting system that would empower its manage-

ment and field sales representatives with the right information at the right time.Working

with Biltmore Technologies and its My Vital Signs Rx, a hosted sales and marketing data

warehouse solution, Alpharma’s salesforce was able to gain information to answer more

robust business questions in new subject areas with a faster response time.The data ware-

house and the business intelligence tools provide users with self-service access to data.

Working with Biltmore, Alpharma was able to fulfill its needs for robust and sophisticat-

ed analytical, ad-hoc query, and reporting capabilities along with dashboards and score-

cards to monitor its business objectives.The company could track the sales performance

of its flagship products and other sales initiatives in an efficient manner.

“My Vital Signs Rx enables us to seamlessly meet the needs of our users, and vastly

improves Alpharma’s sales and marketing effectiveness,”says Alfredo Hannibal, director of

sales operations at Alpharma Pharmaceuticals.

Another major challenge Alpharma Pharmaceuticals needed to solve was to give its

sales group the ability to determine the appropriate audience for its sales and marketing

initiatives. Alpharma wanted its data to be made available in a much quicker fashion to its

user community. Biltmore’s solution, anchored by the MicroStrategy platform, provided

sales management with automated delivery of reports to the field to guide optimal sales

and marketing activities.

Alpharma’s sales managers can access executive dashboards that provide a pulse of the

business; with one click they can follow new product introductions, as well as sales trends

of existing products.

District managers can analyze the success of a marketing campaign and learn who is

performing above or below goal.

In addition, the sales management team can determine what increases the field force

needs to achieve to reach its prescribing goals.

In addition, the company’s analysts can access information to better understand

customer retention/defection issues, as well as recommend an immediate course of action

for management to take.

With My Vital Signs Rx, Alpharma receives a monthly briefing book that includes a wide

variety of valuable reports customized for each user base, including sales/marketing

management, sales operations/market research, and field sales.

Source: Alpharma Inc., Bridgewater, N.J. For more information, visit alpharma.com.
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SALESFORCE effectiveness

Sound Bites from the Field

MANY OPERATIONAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACTORS, SUCH AS DEPLOYMENT, SUPPORT, AND SALES REP MOTIVATION,

MUST LINE UP FOR SALESFORCE OPTIMIZATION TO BE EFFECTIVE. PHARMAVOICE ASKED EXPERTS WHAT THE MOST

COMMON WEAKEST LINK IS AND HOW COMPANIES CAN OVERCOME THIS CHALLENGE.

SUBBARAO JAYANTHI is VP,

Sales Practice,of Campbell

Alliance,Raleigh,N.C.,a

management consulting

firm specializing in the

pharmaceutical and biotech

industries.For more information,visit

campbellalliance.com.

“The data in most specialty markets are

sketchy,which makes it difficult for companies

to accurately assess the market potential for

their products and to manage their salesforces.

Without robust customer-level sales 

information, it will be difficult for companies to

align promotional activities to maximize the

portfolio promotional investments.To address

this situation,companies need to take a 

systematic approach to developing internal

sales information systems to effectively 

undertake positioning,segmentation,

targeting,and promotional strategies.

Companies tend to take a variety of 

approaches to measuring salesforce 

performance.While most companies rely on

hard metrics such as sales goal attainments

and activity levels,they often de-emphasize

some important metrics to address customer

perceptions,access constraints,managed care

challenges,selling skills,and others.To take a

comprehensive approach to managing 

salesforce performance,companies have to

strike a delicate balance between hard and soft

metrics and put appropriate processes in place

to effectively measure salesforce performance.

Most companies tend to force reps to take a

tactical approach (mostly because of short-

term financial pressures) to sales that doesn’t

allow reps to build solid, long-term 

relationships with customers.This might lead to

reps losing motivation when their efforts fail to

produce sustainable results.To address this 

situation,companies need to provide strategic

guidance,tools,and resources required for

salesforces to build long-term relationships that

would produce superior results.”
TODD MACLAUGHLAN is

Founder and CEO of Eclipse

Pharmaceuticals,Far Hills,N.J.,a

pharma company that is focused

on developing,sourcing,and

commercializing products for

both the OTC and prescription pharmaceutical

markets.For more information,visit 

eclipsepharma.com.

“The common weakest link is the proper 

alignment of salesforce incentives to behaviors.All

too often the focus is on number of calls versus the

right calls,and,therefore,proper targeting of

accounts is essential to maximize the salesforce

efforts.This also must be done with an 

understanding of the various competitive 

situations that can be different on a territory-by-

territory basis. Implementing a strategy and 

salesforce compensation that aligns regionally is

also important versus a one-size-fits-all approach.

The second item that routinely gets overlooked 

is the need for strong communication around 

what is working and what is not working.This 

communication takes the form of focusing only on

the top results versus the reasons for the results

(good or bad) and how the success may be applied

to other territories.”
DAVE MAURO is Director of

Domestic Sales of Cegedim

Dendrite,Bedminster,N.J.,a

provider of diversified 

sales,marketing,and 

compliance solutions to the

global life-sciences and pharmaceutical industries.

For more information,visit 

cegedimdendrite.com.

“We believe the most common pitfall for 

pharmaceutical companies when deploying a

salesforce automation system is losing sight of the

end-user experience.The best practices we see

from our customers include a strong focus on

ensuring that the solution meets the needs of the

sales team in all aspects,ranging from sales rep

interfaces to back-office reports.This requires a truly

collaborative effort,both internally at the 

pharmaceutical company and externally with the

solution provider. Increasingly,we are witnessing

greater involvement from representatives 

of the sales side of the pharmaceutical 

company during all stages of the SFE evaluation

process.

When we develop and deploy a solution for a 

customer,we are mindful that we are not just 

selling a piece of software.This solution must 

withstand the ultimate test:will the sales 

representatives use it,and will it enhance their 

ability to manage the territory and promote 

products? For that reason,we developed our soft-

ware after spending hundreds of hours riding with 

pharmaceutical sales representatives to better

understand their workflow.

The final piece to ensuring salesforce adoption

and satisfaction is to remain closely involved with

the customer through all stages of the process.To

ensure salesforce optimization through 

technology,the end-user experience must be

among the highest priorities from 

implementation right through to training and

ongoing support.”
PAUL MIGNON is President and

Chief Operating Officer of 

inVentiv Pharma Teams,

Somerset,N.J.,a provider of

commercialization and

complementary services to the

global pharmaceutical and life-sciences industries.

For more information,visit inventivhealth.com.

“Companies are often successful in 

developing a sound execution strategy,but they

overlook the importance of an accurate target list
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and use them to advance their business goals
will be more effective.

KEEFER. PUBLICIS SELLING SOLUTIONS. Ten years
ago — even five years ago — we knew that if
we put more reps into the marketplace, we
would increase our share of voice and our mar-
ket share. While this strategy is still relatively
sound, there are so many other factors influenc-
ing prescribing habits, and salesforce optimiza-
tion must take all of those factors into consider-
ation. As resources get stretched thin and as
touch points proliferate, the question becomes:
how does a company optimize the salesforce so
that it becomes part of the company’s overall
strategy? Analysis is much more advanced
today than it was in the past; today’s tools allow
a company to discern its most profitable
geographies not based just on prescription
activity but on a multitude of other factors,
including access, formulary restrictions, third-
party influencers, and state government factors.
For example, in today’s environment, we can
perform a much more sophisticated analysis
that tells us that, although a physician may be
a high writer of prescriptions, if he or she works
in a highly managed, formulary restrictive area,
a pharma company may be better off applying
its salesforce resources in another geographic
location where the business climate is more
conducive to generating prescriptions and
physicians can more easily effect change. 

KING. JUICE PHARMA. The quality of the cre-
ative messaging content is even more impor-
tant now than it was five to seven years ago.
Technology alone was a differentiator to some
extent five years ago; today technology is uni-
versal. Content must be central, and content
that is valuable to physicians is not necessarily
self-serving. It’s not all about the product but
about how the product can fit into the doctor’s
needs and help his or her practice as well as
patients. Content needs to have real meat to it.
Instead of customizing the story around the
product, marketers can customize brand sto-
ries around what is going on in the physician’s
office. For example, during flu season when

doctors are inundated with symptom-laden
patients, reps can speak to physicians about
what they are facing at that moment so it’s a
relevant, timely presentation around a brand
and where the brand fits in at that time. 

STEPHAN. PRINCETON BRAND ECONOMETRICS.

Salesforce optimization over the past 15 years
has resulted in reps being loaded with as much
information as is available about doctors in
their territories. This information is supposed
to help them make two types of fundamental
decisions each day: whom do they call on
among all those doctors who will see them, and
if they have choices of more than one brand to
detail, which one do they talk about first, sec-
ond, and third? Reps are supposed to sift
through all this information to determine the
answers to these critical forecasting questions. I
believe it is far simpler for the reps and far bet-
ter for their productivity to provide them with
the expected dollar value of each and every sales
call they could make in their territories. This
represents a different approach to allocating or
helping reps allocate their detailing time and
samples. Increasingly, pharma companies are
also using this methodology to plan how they
will distribute marketing resources and how to
target against the physician universe. Once a
model has been built, companies can input dif-
ferent detailing scenarios and get a forecast for
each one. This is true optimization.

WEXLER. BILTMORE TECHNOLOGIES. Technolo-
gy is always advancing. Laptops and Tablet
PCs capture data easily. They can accommo-
date highly technical presentations that are
very high-end, with a lot of glitz. But more
importantly, reps can use the tools for signa-
ture captures. As such, the laptop has become
the command center, the one device he or she
needs to communicate, to receive, and to send
all information back to headquarters. 

Leveraging Technology

There are numerous ways for the industry to
leverage technology to improve sales effective-

and call plan.A payer mix analysis is crucial in

today’s marketplace,as is the validation of the

physician call list data.These two steps alone

can help to optimize the field time of a 

company’s most valuable asset.”
KARI SEYMOUR is VP,

Training and Development,

at VoxMedica Inc.,

Philadelphia,an 

independent healthcare

agency.For more 

information,visit voxmedica.com.

“Providing support beyond the sales 

representative level is important.District 

managers have hectic schedules. It’s amazing

how often these critical players are not given

the necessary tools or pull-through training to

maximize sales representative training.

Solutions can be as simple as a coaching guide

that DMs use during ride-alongs or as 

extensive as a series of live training workshops

for DMs at leadership meetings.The goal is to

remember these coaches/managers in the

training plan and provide tools and 

information to help them make their reps 

successful.

Another missed opportunity is selling skills

“tune ups”for specialty salesforces.This group

often knows the science and data inside and

out and — because of the years of experience

selling — is assumed to know how to open,

probe,close effectively,and navigate the 

ever-evolving physician environment.This is

not always the case.With the changing 

environment,where accessibility is challenging

and physician time is limited,revisiting selling

skills can assist these experienced reps with

making efficient and effective calls.

Our strict compliance environment is one

that can create a couple of different camps:the

renegade rep,who pays no attention and puts

the company at risk,and the ultra-

conservative,who interprets the rules beyond

the rules intent and minimizes the impact in

the field.The goal is to provide balanced

training where the field reps are clear on what

they can’t do,but also on what they can do.”

THE INTERNET HAS BECOME A

KEY TOOL TO IMPROVING 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND

THE CAREER PATHS OF SALES REPS,

as well as their ability to access and

deliver information at the point of sale.

Jim Mercante
TGaS
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SALESFORCE effectiveness

ness. But the rep will need to take into account
what the physician wants before riding in on a
high-tech horse.

MERCANTE. TGAS. Electronic sales aids have
the potential to enhance the interaction
between sales reps and physicians. A few select
companies have moved to closed-loop promo-
tions, embedding electronic detail aids in soft-
ware that allows more sophisticated naviga-
tion, depending on the unique needs of the
physician. The software has built-in analytics
that can track navigation and, therefore, deter-
mine what resonates with different segments
of the customer audience. Databases can be
used in conjunction with market research to
refine and define the right message to the
right physician at the right time to get a max-
imum effect. Many companies are combining
market-research techniques with other analy-
sis to try to identify which messages are res-
onating with physicians by type of physician,
geography, and so on. The only limit to the
segmentation is one’s imagination. Pharma is
developing advanced approaches and method-
ologies to target physicians, deciding which
physician to call on based on the competitive
mix, the life of the product, and the portfolio
beyond the single measure of physician decile
or conventional potential.

BARD. MANHATTAN RESEARCH. With regard to
the state of technology use by pharma reps,
there is clearly a lot of room for improvement
in the user experience. Successful reps will
not put up with a tool that crashes in the
middle of a sales call and requires a reboot
that eats up their precious window of time.
They need technology that helps them do
what they do best: engage the physician.
Also, there may be some resistance given that
the technology naturally forces the physi-
cians to focus their attention on the device

and not make eye contact and engage with
the rep. One of the challenges today is that
many brand teams have not planned for con-
tent that shines in the electronic realm. They
are simply trying to repurpose offline materi-
al to the electronic format, and most reps see
it for what it is: an electronic version of their
leave behind. Many ask the question: where
is the added value in that approach for me?

Where is the added value for the physician?
There will be strategic changes when brands
plan for digital content well in advance. By
digital content I mean resources that can be
delivered by Tablet PC, product sites, physi-
cian portal, or any other channel physicians
may use to access product information con-
tent, including channels as diverse as a kiosk
at a medical conference. 

KEEFER. PUBLICIS SELLING SOLUTIONS. Technol-
ogy is the virtual representative and is avail-
able whenever a physician wants to interact
with someone. This may be Saturday morn-
ing at 10 a.m. or Sunday evening at 11:00
p.m. Some companies are now staffing virtu-
al reps to leverage technology to provide
touch points for doctors whenever they want
to view details.

PDMA Compliance and the Salesforce

harmaceutical companies must make sure they are

compliant with the requirements for distribution,storage,

and handling of the drug samples in their possession.The

Prescription Drug Marketing Act (PDMA) was enacted to “1) ensure

that drugs purchased by consumers are safe and effective,and 2)

avoid the unacceptable risk to American consumers from counterfeit,

adulterated,misbranded,subpotent,or expired drugs.”

Among other requirements, it states that all drug samples shall

be stored by manufacturers or distributors under conditions that will

maintain their stability, integrity, and effectiveness and will assure that the drug samples

are free of contamination, deterioration, and adulteration.

PDMA guidelines require pharmaceutical companies to monitor samples as they come

into the warehouse, for example tracking how many samples of what products come into

the facility, their lot numbers, how and where they go, that is, which product samples go to

each sales representative, how many, and exactly what product, lot number, and total

number of samples are left with physicians.

“Most PDMA compliance problems arise because companies have difficulty coordinating

databases from multiple internal systems or vendors and,thus,are not able to put the

relevant PDMA information together in one place,”says William Pollock,president and CEO of

Pharmagistics.“Also, the data many times are not readily available,so a company can’t make

meaningful business decisions based upon a real-time physician-centric type of model.”

Another area of compliance concern occurs when companies use multiple vendors to

ship samples directly to physicians.This can create many issues, such as practitioner

validation cost overruns and duplication of efforts across multiple brands.

For this reason, many companies are now turning to single-source suppliers who have

all of these capabilities — storage, distribution, tracking, and monitoring — under one

roof.This single-source system allows greater control of samples, greater adherence to

PDMA guidelines, and increased efficiencies and cost-savings.

Source: Pharmagistics, Somerset, N.J. For more information, visit pharmagistics.com.

William Pollock,
Pharmagistics

P

MARKETING TEAMS WITHIN PHARMA NEED

TO INVEST IN PUTTING A QUALITY CREATIVE

PRESENTATION TOGETHER that uses video,

animation, and audio.This investment sends a very

strong signal to the salesforce about the brand’s

strategic messaging and values.

Forrest King
Juice Pharma
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Whether you call it the 2-ton elephant or the 
800-pound gorilla, sampling is a major expense 
whose ROI is often unclear.

At Knipper, we help you determine the right mix 
in sampling. Our sampling programs range 
from traditional, alternative, and e-sampling, to 
prescriber validation and sample accountability.

A Knipper solution includes robust metrics 
so you can quantify your success, and 
continuously improve your program. 

Ask us about MySampleCloset.com, our online 
solution where physicians can order samples 
and literature online, with real-time validation.

How do you  
tame tHe  
sampling beast?

Visit knipper.com 
or call: 888-KNIPPER (564-7737)
One Healthcare Way
Lakewood, NJ 08701



SALESFORCE effectiveness

KING. JUICE PHARMA. To me, better sales tools
don’t necessarily mean Tablet PCs or technolo-
gy. Print still has a significant place and impact.
But I think the touch-screen technology of the
Tablet PC is like a lightening bolt, and it will
change how sales reps interact with physicians.
Sales reps can have everything at their finger-
tips, and we see companies moving to embrace
this technology, some because they want to dif-
ferentiate themselves and some because they
believe they need to keep up with everyone else.

WEXLER. BILTMORE TECHNOLOGIES. Technolo-
gy is improving but these tools are just
enablers and ways to present information.
What is much more important is integrating
all of the information and creating a business
intelligence data warehouse environment. It is
also important to create personalized informa-
tion briefs that can be sent to reps or that can
be accessed from a Web portal. The real power
is having the ability to provide tactical and
strategic information to reps and alert them to
changes happening in their territories.

STEPHAN. PRINCETON BRAND ECONOMETRICS.

In my opinion, the industry may be buying
technology but not making more money from
having it. We know how much potential there

is to improve salesforce productivity; in most
cases a company could double productivity of
the salesforce by reallocating the detailing
time to higher potential situations. We have
found that 40% of sales calls are made against
opportunities that have little chance of yield-
ing a return, and reps are walking right past
other opportunities that would yield far more
incremental business. For example, some com-
panies are taking the IMS physician data and
directing reps to target high-subscribers of
their brand or category. They incorrectly
assume that a detail will result in the same
percent change in prescribing regardless of
which doctor is detailed, so they go after the
heaviest prescribers. In the real world, individ-
ual doctors will respond differently to details,
and this differential response can be calculat-
ed. The expected value of each potential sales
call can be determined so reps are not limited

The Service Model Experience

Decrease No Increase
in Service Change in Service

N = 124

Patient Management,
Education and Support Programs 

Internet-based Information 
Services for Physicians

Internet-based Information 
Services for Patients 

Physician Education and 
Information Services 

Quality and Value of Sales Reps’Visits 

Sales Rep’s Knowledge and Expertise 

Practice and Staff Support Services 

Brand Experience 

Sales Rep’s Personal and 
Professional Conduct 

Corporate Reputation

Level of Change in Specific Sales and Sales Support Services 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5.2

5.1

5.1

5.0

4.8

4.6

4.6

4.5

4.5

4.3

THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY BY SALES REPS WHEN

THEY INTERACT WITH PHYSICIANS MUST BE

ANALYZED in the broader context of how physicians are

using multiple channels to access information about

products today.

Mark Bard
Manhattan Research

Source:TNS Healthcare, New York.
For more information, visit tnsglobal.com.

to calling on doctors because of their past sub-
scribing, but can instead focus on how much
incremental prescribing they have the poten-
tial to do in the future. 

BRANA. TNS HEALTHCARE. Closed-loop market-
ing is the most intriguing technology to me. It
is just beginning to take off in the U.S. market.
Imagine the market research and brand teams
being able to lay out what a physician wants,
everything from patient quality of life, to mech-
anism of action, to therapeutic choice and all
the support services in between, in a nice, easy-
to-navigate environment that the reps can
access on a PC. With this information, the sales-
force can start to build long-term relationships
with physicians. Sales reps can say, “I’m here to
make sure we get your priorities met and if you
choose to use this, I am giving you access to all
types of support to make product use in your
practice with your patients easy and produc-
tive.” Using closed-loop platforms, reps can ini-
tiate an engagement by setting an agenda of
priorities with a physician. The rep can say, “I
have all this information right here in my elec-
tronic bag, where do you want to start? Let’s
talk about what your priorities are so I can make
our time productive for you.”

KING. JUICE PHARMA. My favorite thing about
the available breadth of technology channels is
that we have choices on how to best tell a story.
For example, in the old days a published arti-
cle was distributed by the salesforce as a
reprint to make sure as many physicians as
possible got to see it. This is still valid and
appropriate. But if we’re talking about a six-
or seven-page manuscript, technology pro-
vides different publishing options, such as
online, in a Tablet PC format, or a CD that
reps can hand out. And if the data are a little
heady, there are now other channels that help
explain the information through video, audio,
graphics, and animation. The data can be
shown in a two- or three-minute presentation
as opposed to having the physician devote an
hour to pouring over a manuscript. It’s possi-
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BARD. MANHATTAN RESEARCH. A number of
pharma companies are investing in portals and
sites that aim to serve as an online rep of sorts.
In other words, physicians could do 20%,
40%, or 60% of what they can do with a rep:
download journal reprints, find product

updates, make sample requests, and research
new information and patient education. These
sites will play an increasingly important role
over the next five years as a number of compa-
nies find ways to merge technology use by the
rep with these platforms to enable self-service

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES HAVE ADVANCED TO THE POINT WHERE SALESFORCE

OPTIMIZATION IS A MUCH MORE EXACT SCIENCE THAN IT WAS 15 YEARS AGO.

Now the industry can access more data to be used for analysis not only by physician, but also

by product, geography, managed markets, access, and prescribing factors.

CLOSED LOOP MARKETING IS THE MOST 

INTRIGUING TECHNOLOGY TO ME. Imagine the 

market research and brand teams being able to lay out what

a physician is likely to want, everything from patient quality of

life, to mechanism of action, to therapeutic choices, and all

the support services in between, in a nice, easy-to-navigate

environment that the reps can access on a PC.

Rick Keefer
Publicis Selling Solutions

ble to take a study and distill it down into a
three-minute presentation that the physician
can have an “aha” moment about. 

Logging On

The Internet is a timely, precise, and dynamic
channel that can help the industry keep pace and
stay connected to physicians,regulations,and the
home office.

MERCANTE.TGAS. The Internet also enhances
and simplifies sales reps’ basic administrative
tasks. They need to access what’s going on in
the company with regard to key product and
selling information, which may have been
delivered in a big stack of paper years ago.
Companies now use the Internet and intelli-
gent routing via portals. There are portals for
each rep category. For example, there are pri-
mary care rep portals that are different from
those for specialty and oncology reps. Each
portal feeds information to the sales rep about
research, learning management, product infor-
mation, ways to better promote products, sell-
ing skills, test taking online, and so on. Sys-
tems are also able to track performance.
Another Internet-enabled capability is the
ability to capture information on who is look-
ing at the company’s Website. Depending on
who opts in, the information can be captured,
stored in data warehouses, and used by market
research and marketing sciences for sophisti-
cated analytical techniques. The analysis can
determine how the channel is being used to
reach certain parts of the population, and that
information can be leveraged to improve the
effectiveness of the sales reps at the point of
transaction with the physician. 

Andrew Brana, TNS Healthcare
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and central nervous system disor-

ders, including Alzheimer’s disease,

addiction, anxiety, attention disor-

ders, depression, epilepsy, hearing

loss,insomnia,memory decline,obe-

sity, pain, Parkinson's, psychiatric dis-

orders, stroke, and other brain-relat-

ed illnesses.

“Countless opportunities exist

as visionary researchers tackle the

complexities of brain-related

health and visionary companies,

organizations, and policy makers

address the complexities of bring-

ing those discoveries to the billions

of people suffering from brain-

related illnesses,” says Zack Lynch,

founder of NeuroInsights and exec-

utive director of the Neurotechnol-

ogy Industry Organization.

Specific findings from the 2007

Report include:

Brain-related illnesses afflict more than 2 billion

people worldwide.

The worldwide economic burden of this problem

has reached more than $2 trillion per year;more than

$1 trillion in the United States alone.

2006 venture capital investment in neurotechnol-

ogy rose 7.5% to $1.67 billion.

Neurotech industry revenue rose 10% in 2006 to

$120.5 billion; this includes neuropharmaceutical rev-

enue of $101 billion, neurodevice revenue of $4.5

billion,and neurodiagnostic revenue of $15 billion.

The Neurotech Index of publicly traded neu-

rotechnology companies was up 53% from its

Dec. 31, 2003, conception to March 31, 2006, out-

pacing the NASDAQ Biotech Index, which gained

7% during the same period.

Nation’s 

LIFE-SCIENCES FIRMS

REPORT PROGRESS

with the FDA 

The nation’s pharmaceutical, biotechnology,

and medical-device companies report that the

FDA has made progress with improved guidance,

expectations, and approvals, but the industry

remains concerned about a number of regulato-

ry challenges.A national report outlines a series of

issues that still need to be resolved to improve

product review delays and shorten the approval

process via user fees.

These findings are part of the fourth survey of

the medical device and life-sciences industry

released by Biocom and PricewaterhouseCoop-

ers. The report, Improving America’s Health IV,

includes detailed recommendations that the

industry and the FDA can implement to ensure

improvement in a number of areas.

A minority of companies surveyed indicated

that the FDA changed

its position during the

review of product sub-

missions, allegedly for

no discernable scientific

reason. While the num-

ber was small, this can

have a significant

impact on a company's

development program.

Other outcomes were

that faster turnaround

times were most fre-

quently cited (by 61% of

all respondents) as the

area in which further

FDA improvement is

most needed and that

FDA staffing shortages

and turnover remain the

biggest ongoing issue for life-sciences firms.

Six in 10 companies surveyed (61%) agreed or

strongly agreed that FDA personnel changes result-

ed in a break in continuity in at least one of their

reviews.

The industry believes that FDA reviewers still

cannot keep pace with review queues and more

than half of all companies responding indicated that

goal timeframes have caused the FDA to reject

products simply because reviewers run out of time

to resolve issues.

Congress authorized companies to pay user fees

to remedy the FDA's chronic shortage of resources

and accelerate product approval times. However,

one-third of life-sciences firms surveyed (33%),

including half of medical-device firms (50%),reported

that user fees have not decreased product approval

times. This finding could prove significant as

Congress debates renewal of the Prescription Drug

User Fee Act (PDUFA), which expires during 2007.

At the same time, life-sciences companies do not

appear to be taking full advantage of better com-

munication and guidance from the FDA.Nearly two-

thirds of medical-device companies surveyed (62%)

admitted that they are not incorporating the agen-

cy’s feedback into their product development

progress.

The FDA is providing better guidance and clear-

er expectations.Almost three-quarters of companies

surveyed (73%) indicated that FDA guidance docu-

ments have improved their understanding of FDA

expectations and improved the quality of submis-

sions,and eight in 10 life-sciences companies agreed

the FDA has made significant improvements since

the FDAMA was enacted.

An overwhelming majority of biologic (86%) and

drug company respondents (87%) agreed that phar-

macovigilance, or postmarket surveillance of prod-

ucts, is a key issue facing the industry.While compa-

nies expressed a desire to become leaders in

pharmacovigilance, they indicated a need for FDA

guidance on best practices.

In the past year we’ve
reached some important
milestones, including 
formation of NIO, the first
industry organization 
devoted to the specific
needs of neurotechnology
companies, says Zack Lynch,
Founder of NeuroInsights
and Executive Director of
the Neurotechnology 
Industry Organization.

Zach Lynch

This study is very important
because the working 
relationship between the
life-sciences industry and
the FDA has a critical 
bearing on the health of
Americans, says Joseph
Panetta, President and CEO
of Biocom, the association
for the Southern California
life-sciences community.

Joseph Panetta
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THE RISK TAKERS

Motivated by a mission to bridge the
chasms in the biopharmaceutical industry,
Gene Guselli strives to help companies
move toward a more patient-centric
approach to improving compliance.

For the past decade, Mr. Guselli has cham-
pioned the need to fill the patient-physician
communications gap and has been integral in
creating solutions to solve this key part of the
compliance puzzle. He envisions an industry
that devotes its considerable resources to estab-
lishing credible bonds with its customers:
physicians and patients.

In 1995, he cofounded InfoMedics, a phar-
maceutical service provider that delivers
patient feedback to physicians with the goal of
improving patient-physician communications
while providing brand insights to pharmaceu-
tical manufacturers. The company’s patient-
feedback programs address one of the biggest
obstacles to successful treatment outcomes:
patient compliance. 

With a real passion for his work, Mr.
Guselli is always looking to the future. Realiz-
ing that there is a tie between the rise of per-
sonalized medicine and the need for personal-
ized treatment services, he has honed the basic
concept of patient feedback into a formidable
tool set, helping pharma companies and physi-
cians meet the changing needs of increasingly
targeted patient populations.

Going forward, his goal is to make a real
contribution toward improving global health-
care, and he leads his staff in that mission by
encouraging them to believe they can do any-
thing.

His ability to understand the dynamics fac-
ing the industry stems from more than 30
years in healthcare. Before joining InfoMedics,
Mr. Guselli was the operating founder, presi-
dent, and CEO of Private Healthcare Systems
Inc. (PHCS) where for a decade he provided
executive guidance, establishing PHCS as a
national PPO/EPO. 

Mr. Guselli’s experi-
ences range from oversee-
ing medical support ser-
vices to spending time in
hospital settings to work-
ing with managed care
and private healthcare sys-
tems.

A frequent consultant
and contributor to articles

on industry matters, Mr. Guselli has served on
numerous boards in the private and nonprofit
sectors, including the American Association of
Preferred Provider Organizations and Matria
Healthcare Inc.

A true visionary, Gene Guselli has devoted the past decade

to increasing the role physicians and patients play in the

pharmaceutical industry’s decision-making process.

CURRENT POSITION

Cofounder, President, and CEO, InfoMedics Inc.

PLACE OF BIRTH

Haverhill, Mass.

EDUCATION

B.S., 1976, and MBA, 1985, Northeastern University

THE QUALITIES IN OTHERS THAT INSPIRE HIM

Common sense, honesty, and commitment

ON HIS READING LIST

How Doctors Think by Gerome Groopman, M.D.; The

Mayflower by Nathaniel Philbrick; George Washing-

ton, Volumes 1-3 by James Thomas Flexner

FIRST JOB

Unit Manager, Boston Medical Center 

HOBBIES

Saltwater sports fishing — aiming to break IGFA 

striped bass fishing record

1/3 sq

Gene GUSELLI

OPENING THE DOCTOR-PATIENT CHANNEL 
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by physicians. For example, a physician may
want to perform several activities via the
physician portal and use the time with the rep
for specific questions and feedback. With
regard to what physicians think of all this
technology, our latest research found that
about 25% of U.S. physicians overall really
like paper. There are another 25% who only
want technology and really hate paper. About
half of the physicians want their reps to use
technology when and where it is most appro-
priate. This might be common sense but it
illustrates a key point that companies must
start by determining channel preferences
among target physicians before forcing tech-
nology upon them. 

KEEFER. PUBLICIS SELLING SOLUTIONS. The
industry is so data rich now that one of the
challenges for senior management is what data
to use at the rep level and how to present the
information to the reps. Managers have to be
careful to provide enough data to inform but
not confuse the sales people and to provide
enough and the right kind of tools to help
them sell the product effectively. There are so
many more touch points for physicians and
customers today that optimization takes on a
much larger role that encompasses not only
the sales side but the entire marketing mix.
Historically, marketing teams would create
one-size-fits-all promotions and programs that
were not overlaid with the optimization
model. But now the more sophisticated com-
panies are looking at overall promotional
spends across the board, not only making such
programs much more effective but also har-
boring some cost synergies as well. Teleconfer-
ences are a good example. A few years ago,
companies would allocate teleconferences
across the organization equally. The problem
was that in some areas teleconferences worked
well, while in other areas not at all. Now, a
company can evaluate where teleconferences
are most effective. Where they’re not, they can

substitute direct mail, for example. This is one
small example of how the overall promotional
share of voice is being optimized. Technology
is beginning to help companies be much more
strategic in their approach, and this requires
different skill sets from those needed in the
past. It’s an evolution. Another advance is
building a database to model the dynamics of a
client’s entire portfolio of promoted products.
And finally, the Internet allows us to provide
representatives with easy access to tools and
data that were not feasible in past years.

BRANA. TNS HEALTHCARE. One-third of the
286 physicians who responded to our recent
survey responded that Web-based services had
value in their relationships with sales reps. In
terms of the mix of experiences they are look-
ing for from pharma companies, they put the
Web in third place, with reps’ knowledge and
skills getting top ratings, followed by physi-
cian, practice, and patient support services.
I’m wondering if the Internet is still gaining
ground with physicians or if it is taken as a
given. The Internet has a role to play but
maybe it’s almost cosmetic at the moment
because physicians expect it to be there but
they still usually go someplace else for their
information. Maybe many think of the Web as
a channel rather than as a service with unique
value. I think there is an evolution going on,
and personally, I expect that the one-third will
increase over time. Interestingly, many physi-
cians in a recent survey identified the Internet
as showing the greatest increase as a service
provided by the pharma industry.

Relationship Management

With the technology available today,reps are able
to improve their encounters with physicians and
build relationships as opposed to continuing to
pepper the physician with unwanted visits.

KING. JUICE PHARMA. Usually the customer
relationship management theory is touted
when technology is discussed, but for me tech-
nology provides an intangible quality; it’s real-
ly about producing a better quality sales rep
because the story is more consistent. If the
message is packaged as an auto-play, three-

minute story and every sales rep on the force
has the ability to play that story for five or 35
physicians, they hear it themselves and they
memorize and understand it. Previously, reps
were only exposed to this type of message
through print documents or sales training.
Now, the mechanism functions as a sales-
training tool, and the quality of sales reps has
catapulted because of it. 

STEPHAN. PRINCETON BRAND ECONOMETRICS.

Frequency is important but so is knowing
when to stop. We have witnessed cases when a
sales rep can call on a doctor once a year, and
that ends up being a great investment. A sec-
ond call to some doctors yields a decent return.
Frequency, per se, is not the issue; it’s being
able to determine what the right frequency is.
Particularly in highly competitive situations,
the balance tends to tilt toward the rep who
was in the physician’s office last. Certainly, top
of mind awareness can be shifted by frequency
but is it always worth it? If the last scrip costs
a company $3 million, it’s not worth it. 

BRANA. TNS HEALTHCARE. There has been a
growing trend in the industry to focus on a
more long-term relationship-building sales
strategy. We all know that reps were detailing
doctors any chance they could get, repeating
the same message again and again. This
approach drove share over time, but it also
swamped doctors and turned them off. Physi-
cians are looking for more added value from
pharma companies around the brand. For
example, they are seeking information on how
to use the brand, how to support and treat
patients, how to decide on a therapeutic treat-
ment, how to support the staff, and how to
keep up to date with the brand, as well as the
science around the therapy and helping
patients understand their condition and treat-
ment. In addition, consumers are now a more
empowered part of the treatment decision pro-
cess. Physicians want more than reps who
show up to just talk about the brand; they
want help to better treat their patients. ✦

PharmaVOICE welcomes comments about this

article.E-mail us at feedback@pharmavoice.com.

ONE OF THE KEY GOALS OF SALESFORCE OPTIMIZATION IS

THE ABILITY TO CREATE A PERSONALIZED AND ACTIONABLE

SET OF INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE PRACTITIONERS WHO A

SALES REP CALLS ON. And this is not just important for the sales rep;

these data are needed by the field sales management and corporate

sales and marketing staff in the form of scorecards and dashboards.

Mike Wexler
Biltmore Technologies
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Help Wanted: Data Stewards

For the past three years, more and more formal data

stewardship positions have been featured in help wanted

ads, signaling a turn of events in how pharma is managing

its data. Master data management (MDM) systems are 

creating the need for service levels and formal roles such

as MDM directors and data stewards.

John Busalacchi,VP, information management, at 

HighPoint Solutions, says any company with a robust data

management system will need a driver at the wheel to make

sure the data are accurate and consistent across all channels.

“The customer data steward is a business role that typically falls

within sales operations, since they tend to have the biggest chunk of

the customers and data,”he says.

Some organizations, however, have taken a different approach

and are putting CIO-level staff in positions, bridging the gap

between sales and marketing. Marketing then uses data

management to create campaigns and target physicians and store

certain marketing attributes. Another part of MDM is creating the

events and campaigns as part of a master data plan so that, for

example, everyone knows if a doctor has participated in a lunch-and-

learn program or was part of a targeted advertising campaign.

Mr. Busalacchi says before companies hire a data steward, they

need to define an MDM strategy, especially in the current climate —

continued pressure to reduce salesforces, shorter product life cycles,

and more risks from a compliance perspective, for example, sample

eligibility, restrictions on shared prescription data, as well as state and

now federal aggregate spend reporting. Most pharma companies

are siloed around their brands, which means each unit maintains its

own customer master application.While P&L is at a brand level,

master data management tends to be at an enterprise level across

brands. Pharma companies soon will be forced to consolidate

information in their data warehouses to address industry challenges.

According to Mr. Busalacchi, his firm has witnessed as many as 10 to

20 applications in one company feed into a data warehouse.

“At that level, companies can do aggregate reporting and get

some intelligence from the data but there is no way to do closed-

loop analysis or take results from the data warehouse and push

them back into applications for operational usage,”he says.“It’s

become a business imperative to determine how customer data

come together and how customer intelligence is shared through the

organization.”

One of the drivers for MDM solutions includes the increase in

requirements for state compliance and reporting in the

past year. In September, legislation was introduced in the

Senate to set federal regulations on spend reporting. A

company needs to know all of the marketing/detail

spend around certain physicians, and all of the

applications that track that spend have to be integrated.

An MDM system maintained by a data steward can

bring multiple benefits to the salesforce. Mr. Busalacchi

has witnessed many SFA systems that contain at least

10% of customers who either don’t exist or don’t practice

that continue to show up on the rep’s target list. MDM also helps the

salesforce to understand the true value for the customer.

“Salesforces like to know who the key opinion leaders are and

their level of influence,”Mr. Busalacchi says.“With an MDM solution, a

company can manage group practices and keep track of the leading

prescribers.This type of customer cleansing and customer evolution

occurs in a central point under the data steward, but is based on the

salesforce input and can be used for segmentation, targeting, and

effective compensation.”

One of the biggest challenges with an MDM solution is clarifying

the business case for it, Mr. Busalacchi says.

“A customer master data management system doesn’t directly

save processing time, reduce head count, or increase market share by

X%; it’s more of an enabling technology,”he says.“But one good argu-

ment for implementation is the synergies that grow around the data.

If prescribers and hospitals are in the same solution, the company can

start to link the data and see the correlations in relationships. For state

compliance reporting, a company can link to the master before giving

a grant to a physician and conduct a real-time check to determine if

any state limits have been exceeded instead of waiting until the end

of the year only to find out that payment thresholds have been

exceeded and now must be reported.”

One of the biggest business values of MDM is linking sales and

marketing.

“Closing the loop between sales and marketing is enabled by

having a customer MDM system and having good quality data and

data governance surrounding the whole process,”he says.“Marketing

can access a list of customers to create a campaign that goes into the

SFA.Then when reps call on doctors, they will know they are part of a

campaign. Prescription data can be linked back to the physician’s ID

code and both the salesforce and marketing can look at the results

and see the uptick once it happens.”

John Busalacchi,
HighPoint Solutions

As data management ramps up within pharma companies, more help wanted ads are appearing for data stewards.This position, relatively

new to the pharma industry, may become one of the more important ones in terms of salesforce optimization.

Source: HighPoint Solutions, King of Prussia, Pa. For more information, visit highpoint-solutions.com.
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